AGENDA
JUNE, 13th 2024

ABS day by NextGen

8h45 – 9h15
• Welcome and coffee

9h15 -10h45
• ABS internal session
• NextGen peers session
Giant Workshop
Keynote

11h15 - 11h35
• All together session

11h35 – 12h00
• Inspirational Keynotes
In German
In French

13h15 – 14h45
• First workshops session
  12 workshops in parallel of which 8 for beginners and 4 for advanced,
  both in German or French

15h30 – 17h00
• Second workshops session
  12 workshops in parallel of which 8 for beginners and 4 for advanced,
  both in German or French

17h00 – 17h15
• Closing

17h00 – 17h15
• Cocktail, artistic interlude
networking